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Abstract: Product design and manufacturing leverage 3D scanning for various applications. This
study aims to investigate the effectiveness of 3D scanning in furniture production by surveying the
literature and showcasing four real-world case studies. The literature review reveals that 3D data
acquired from real-world objects have applications in research, rapid prototyping, restoration, and
preservation of antique furniture, optimizing CNC machining processes, and measuring furniture
components for quality control. The case study descriptions demonstrated the circumstances, ratio-
nale, and methodology for 3D scanning. All the case studies analyzed stem from the collaboration
between the Laboratory for Product Development and Design at the Faculty of Mechanical Engi-
neering at the University of Sarajevo and various furniture production enterprises from Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The conclusions highlight that 3D scanning in the furniture sector is advantageous for
developing computer-aided design models from early-stage design prototypes, validating the dimen-
sional accuracy of manufactured components by comparing with CAD models, safeguarding and
reconstructing vintage furniture, and remanufacturing formerly produced goods that lack complete
technical records (reverse engineering).

Keywords: rapid prototyping; furniture industry; Industry 4.0; CAD modeling; geometric reconstruction;
point cloud

1. Introduction

The 3D scanning technology emerged in the 1960s [1]. However, its initial adoption
was limited due to high hardware costs, low-quality scans, and difficulties processing large
files. Today, 3D scanning has significantly advanced, finding applications from science and
industry to creating digital characters for video games and movies and even archaeological
and cultural heritage preservation through digitalization.

In the industry, 3D scanning is a tool for product design and development, manu-
facturing processes, and quality control. Its applications extend even further, providing
valuable information on deformation, displacement, and movement analysis [2–5].

In the furniture industry, constantly creating products with complex shapes and forms
presents a challenge for engineers, especially when dealing with prototypes of designer
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concepts [6]. The prototyping, from concept to final product, often involves multiple
iterations due to difficulties in translating the designer’s vision into a physical form [7,8].
Three-dimensional scanning offers a significant improvement. After the designer creates
a full-size, hand-crafted concept design, engineers can use 3D scanning technology to
capture a digital copy. This digital model can be used to create a CAD model for future
manufacturing [9]. There is a research gap in knowledge about the usefulness of 3D
scanning in all stages of furniture production.

This study employs a two-fold approach to evaluate the effectiveness of 3D scanning
in furniture production, including a literature survey and an analysis of four real-world
case studies. All case studies stem from collaborations between the Laboratory for Product
Development and Design at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Sarajevo,
and furniture manufacturing companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

2. An Up-To-Date Review of 3D Scanning in the Furniture Industry

Muminović et al. (2023) reviewed 3D scanning in Industry 4.0 applications [10]. Similar
research is presented in the study by Javaid et al. [11]. These studies highlighted that 3D
scanning is essential for manufacturers who need accurate dimensional inspection, virtual
image analysis, and fast physical prototype manufacturing. Both studies discussed the
potential of 3D scanning for the industrial sphere with the development of the workflow
process of 3D scanners for industrial requirements. Javaid and co-authors identify and
discuss sixteen main applications of 3D scanning from an industrial perspective but do not
give specific furniture industry applications.

Three-dimensional scanning of furniture in scientific documents involves the use
of technologies such as Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) [12], custom trolley-based sys-
tems with laser scanners [13], and advanced methods such as reversible jump MCMC
for structural element identification [14]. Additionally, repositories such as 3D-FUTURE
provide richly annotated 3D furniture shapes for research purposes [15]. Recent advances
include Mesh_CA, a method that combines neural networks and differentiable rendering
for 3D object reconstruction without 3D supervision data [16]. These approaches enable the
generation of accurate 3D furniture models, aiding in tasks such as furniture classification,
structural element identification, and texture recovery for comprehensive research in areas
like 3D modeling and object pose estimation.

Tsipotas and Spathopoulou [17], Elgewely [18], and Wang [19] described 3D scanning
technology for restoring and protecting ancient furniture. These studies concluded that
digitalization significantly enhances restoration quality when combined with modern
manufacturing methods.

Three-dimensional scanning also has technological applications in the furniture in-
dustry. Sydor et al. [20] used 3D scanning to measure the instability of pinewood. In this
study, 3D scanning was used as a metrology tool to evaluate the sustainability of wooden
furniture elements for robotic montage. Bodi et al. [21] explore the relationship between
cutting parameters, material properties, and part geometry in CNC machining and its
impact on the quality of furniture parts. Two methods are presented to evaluate surface
flatness and roughness, including manual and automated measurement techniques. The
authors confirmed that 3D scanning helps automate manufacturing processes to improve
the quality of components.

Curta et al. [22] present a digital close-range photogrammetry method as an inex-
pensive digitization technique used for abstract-shaped real objects, with the ultimate
goal of being unique or mass production of the object using CNC machining. Although
photogrammetry is a type of 3D scanning, it is generally not used in industrial applications.
However, because of the growing need to digitize real-world objects for manufacturing in
the shortest time and at a price as low as possible, such as ornamental objects or various
components of furniture where the precision of the resulting 3D model is less demanding,
it can be used for this purpose and only for large objects. Photogrammetric methods cannot
be used to scan small and precise objects [23].
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Valero et al. [12] conducted one of the first studies focusing on 3D scanning challenges
for various complex surfaces of furniture using hand-held and stationary scanners. This is
one of the first papers to research problems for 3D scanning different complex furniture
surfaces using hand-held and stationary 3D scanners. Different materials were selected
as experimental objects through the hand-held laser three-dimensional scanner mapping
experiment, and three-dimensional scanner measurement technology was used to quickly
transform the scanned image into one data point after another. Three-dimensional data
were obtained by scanning the surface of complex furniture, and then the scan data were
converted into a standard data format to simulate the model of the scanned object.

The research studies mentioned above are the only ones found on the furniture in-
dustry’s application and methodology of 3D scanning. As mentioned above, much of the
research refers to general 3D scanning technology, its application, and its methods in other
industries [5,24–26].

3. Experimental Setup and Methodology
3.1. Experimental Setup

A portable hand-held 3D scanner was used (model Eva, Artec 3D, Luxembourg).
Table 1 provides an overview of the scanner’s technical specifications. In-depth information
can be found on the Artec 3D website [27].

Table 1. Technical specification of 3D scanner Artec Eva.

Technical Specification Value

3D accuracy Up to 0.1 mm
3D resolution Up to 0.2 mm

Scanned object size Larger than 10 cm
Full-color scanning Yes
Target-free tracking Hybrid geometry and color-based

3D reconstruction rate Up to 16 frames per second
Output formats All popular formats, including STL, OBJ, and PLY

Portable 3D scanners are suitable for 3D scanning medium-sized objects (from 30 cm
up to 2 m). It is a perfect solution for the furniture industry. This structured light 3D scanner
is suitable for making quick, textured and accurate 3D models of medium and large objects
such as a human bust, an alloy wheel, a motorcycle exhaust system, or furniture products.
It captures precise measurements quickly at high resolution. Light, fast, and versatile, Eva
is one of the most popular scanners and a market leader in hand-held 3D scanners. Based
on safe-to-use structured light scanning technology, it is an excellent all-around solution to
capture objects of almost any kind, including objects with black and shiny surfaces [27]. All
the 3D scans were processed using Artec Studio software (v. 15, Artec 3D, Luxembourg).

Three-dimensional scanning requires high computing power, especially when working
with many scans containing many points. This research used a workstation with an Intel
Core i7 processor, 32GB of RAM, and a Nvidia GeForce RTX 2060 graphics card (Legion
5 Pro Gen 8, Lenovo Group Limited, Hong Kong, China). This workstation is shown in
Figure 1. In the first step, all scans were cleaned, aligned, and registered globally, and then
a point-cloud 3D model was created (as an STL file). In the next step, this point-cloud 3D
raw model must be imported into CAD software, such as Geomagic DesignX (3D Systems
Corp., Rock Hill, SC, USA), SolidWorks (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France),
or CATIA (Dassault Systèmes) to create a 3D CAD model. It is important to note that
scanning is more manageable than creating a CAD 3D model using an STL 3D model as
a reference. This process requires high engineering and 3D modeling skills. The created
CAD model is then ready for manufacturing. Before manufacturing, it is vital to check the
dimensional accuracy of the created CAD models compared to the scanned data. The 3D
scanning process is presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Methodology of 3D scanning and processing process.

3.2. Three-Dimensional Scanning—Collect Raw Data

The first step utilized the Artec Eva 3D handheld scanner for 3D scanning. It is
necessary to carry out enough scans from different sides of the object to capture all of
the surface geometry. Scanned objects can be moved and rotated between scans. The 3D
scanning raw data are presented in Figure 2. In this case, eight scans were captured.
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3.3. Processing of 3D Scans

The first step in raw data processing is visually analyzing the captured scans and
selecting only the scans needed to construct the 3D model. It is always the best solution to
build the digital 3D model from the smallest possible number of scans, which reduces time
and computational demands. To achieve an accurate 3D model, the team merged scans
Nos. 1 and 5 (Figure 3). In the next step, selected scans need to be processed. Processing
means that the base needs to be deleted, noise needs to be filtered, selected scans must be
aligned, and registration needs to be conducted. All these options are available in scanner
software and can be conducted automatically in most cases (Artec Studio software, v. 15).
Sometimes, alignment must be performed manually for complicated scans. After alignment,
global registration is required for aligned scans. The aligned scans are shown in Figure 4.
The total number of polygons for all eight scans was 201,202,756. After processing, the final
STL model had 375,563 polygons.
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It is important to note that this was one of the authors’ first projects. Due to a lack of
experience, eight scans were captured, but only two were used. Experience helps engineers
optimize the number of scans needed.

The final step is to create a mesh model, as shown in Figure 5. The great advantage
of the software used is that it is always possible to go back and fix errors during raw data
processing or to carry out and add additional scans if necessary. The created mesh model
can be aligned to one of the planes before exporting to the STL file.
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3.4. Development of CAD 3D Models

Although the mesh model in Figure 5 provides valuable visualization capabilities, it
cannot be directly used in CNC machining or other automated manufacturing processes.
Therefore, it was converted into a high-quality CAD 3D model using reverse engineering
software (Geomagic DesignX, 3D Systems, Valencia, CA, USA). The reverse engineering
software used has commands for the creation of CAD models using scanned mesh models
only as a reference. It is easy to scan and process raw data, but to create a full-value 3D
CAD model with topology, extensive knowledge and experience are needed.

The first step involved creating sketches using splines (Figure 6a). These sketches were
then used to generate surface models (Figure 6b). Once the surface model was completed,
a solid CAD model was created by adding volume to the surface (Figure 6c). Additionally,
a small rectangular prong was added using the standard Part Design modeling procedures.
This prong is not visible in Figure 6c because it did not require surface modeling with
splines; its simple geometry could be created directly using Part Design tools. The solid
model itself was generated through the regular Part Design modeling procedure, but with
the scanned data serving as a crucial reference.
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3.5. Analysis of the Dimensional Accuracy of Created CAD Models

The CAD model depicted in Figure 6 can be used for manufacturing. However, it is
essential to compare the dimensions and tolerances with those of the 3D-scanned model to
ensure precision. Therefore, inspection software (Zeiss Inspect Optical 3D v. 2023.2.0.1520,
Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) was employed. Inspecting software is usually
used to measure the dimensional accuracy of manufactured parts. Manufactured parts are
scanned in 3D, imported into inspection software, and correlated with the CAD model of
the same part. In this case, the inspection software was used to check the quality of the
CAD modeling. The created CAD models do not perfectly fit the scanned data so that some
deviations may occur. In the furniture industry, all deviations below 1 mm can be accepted.
Figure 7 presents the results of comparing the scanned model with the CAD model. The
data in Figure 7 represent the distance values of the ideal CAD 3D model from the STL 3D
point cloud model.
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4. Results
4.1. Case Study No. 1

The undertaking described as c‘ase study no. 1’ was conducted by the Faculty of Mechan-
ical Engineering at the University of Sarajevo, collaborating with Bosnia and Herzegovina’s
Aptha Corporation as the producer. Stefano Bigi, an Italian furniture designer, was author of
the design of the analyzed piece of furniture.

The design process began with creating initial concept models in real size by hand.
These physical models were then brought into the digital realm using 3D scanning tech-
nology. These scan data, initially in the form of a point cloud (STL 3D model), were the
foundation for creating CAD 3D models suitable for manufacturing. Figure 8 illustrates a
prototype of a product designer’s lounge chair undergoing 3D scanning.

In the first step, the product designer created a digital design. In the second step, the
mechanical engineers used that digital design to produce the first prototype. After a visual
and practical examination of the first prototype, the designer was not satisfied with the
chair’s shape, look, ergonomics, and practical aspects, so he used hand tools for grinding
and polishing to create a new, modified prototype. The problem is that the latest prototype
did not match the 3D CAD models, so it was impossible to manufacture more chairs with
the modified design. It was necessary to 3D scan the new design and use 3D-scanned
models to create new CAD models ready for manufacturing.

A mainly blended command was used for chair legs, combining cross-sectional
sketches and mirroring another side. The CAD modeling is shown in Figure 9; the same
method was used for the squat part of the legs.

The 3D modeling began with standard surface modeling techniques applied to the
raw scanned raw data (point cloud). This involved creating multiple splines across the
scanned surface. Next, a sweep command was used to generate the initial surface model.
This surface was then refined by cutting it along the edges of the scanned data. Finally,
a thickness of 10 mm was applied to create the solid 3D CAD model (Figure 10). This
lounge chair comprises legs, a seat, and a separate part to rest the legs. The final form after
manufacturing is shown in Figure 11. In this case, the scanning time of all three parts takes
around 2 h, the processing of all scans for all three parts takes around 5 h, and 3D modeling
(reverse engineering) takes an additional 6 h.
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The analyses of the dimensional precision for the legs and seat are shown in Figure 12.
The dimensional accuracy analysis is carried out only on one side of the chair because
one side is scanned in 3D and another is created using the mirror command during 3D
modeling (Figure 9).
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A dimensional analysis of the lounge chair seat (Figure 13) confirms deviations well
below 1mm, which is well within the acceptable tolerances for furniture manufacturing. It
is important to note that for laminated wood components pressed and deformed like this
seat, achieving extremely high dimensional accuracy throughout the entire structure might
not be necessary. The production process can introduce minor cracks and delaminations
(Figure 14). These imperfections are acceptable in this case, as the final product will be
upholstered with soft material, effectively hiding them. In such components, dimensional
deviations of up to several millimeters might be accepted.

4.2. Case Study No. 2

The second example of 3D scanning in the furniture industry is the case study where a
3D CAD model of an already manufactured chair part was needed.

This is the case where it is necessary to reproduce the same part but the part does not
have any technical documentation. In this case, the frame of the chair must be manufactured
using welded pipes (Figure 15). The frame has complex geometry that cannot be measured
using traditional techniques (contact methods). This project was supported by the Standard
Furniture Factory (Ilija, Bosnia and Herzegovina). In this case, the scanning time, scan
processing, and 3D modeling (reverse engineering) took around 1 h each.

Reverse engineering of this part was performed using Geomagic DesignX software.
The whole part is manufactured from the same diameter pipes, enabling an easy reverse
engineering process. The extrusion wizard command was used. This command allows
the user to select some part of the data from the scanned STL model, and the command
automatically recognizes the shape of the selected data and approximates its dimensions.
In this case, the command recognizes that a cylinder is the best approximation for these
data. In the second step, this cylinder was extruded to the end of the pipes. This process
was repeated for all parts. In the third step, the created extrusions of all pipes are cut and
joined to form one part. This entire process is shown in Figure 16. After creating an ideal
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CAD 3D model, this product is reproduced using traditional pipe cutting and welding
processes at the Standard Furniture Factory (Ilija, Bosnia and Herzegovina).
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Figure 16. Reverse engineering of case study No. 2.

The analysis of dimensional accuracy for this case study is shown in Figure 17. It
can be noticed that all deviations of the created CAD model compared to the 3D scanned
point cloud are around 1 mm, except for the left rear leg. This deviation results from errors
during the 3D scanning process, and the scanner does not detect the surface of the real part
due to errors during the 3D scanning. There was a hole in the point cloud in this area. The
software automatically filled this hole. This was not a problem for future processing of the
part because, for 3D modeling purposes, the right rear leg was used and then mirrored to
the left side. It can be seen that this part is symmetric from the left to the right.
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4.3. Case Study No. 3

The phases of the third case study are presented in Figure 18. In this case, it was also
necessary to reproduce the already manufactured part sent by the client without any technical
documentation. The first step was to 3D scan to create 3D CAD models. The CAD models
were then used for tool die manufacturing using the robot hand. After that, a manufactured
tool die was used to reproduce the same part on a large scale. The entire reverse engineering
is presented in Figure 18. This project was carried out in cooperation with the Wood Team
d.o.o (Ilija, Bosnia and Herzegovina). As in case study No. 2, the scanning time, scanning
processing, and 3D modeling (reverse engineering) took around 1 h each.

4.4. Case Study No. 4

The fourth example shows the necessity of developing and designing a new table
support part using an old design in the Austro-Hungarian style (Figure 19). The old
defective part was 3D scanned; scanned data were then used to produce a new part. This
example has more complex shapes and surfaces, so scanning and scan processing take
around 2 h. In this case, 3D modeling was not performed because this product will be
reproduced by using sand casting. If the sand-casting manufacturing method is used, the
surface quality of the 3D model does not need to be in the form of an ideal CAD model; the
STL file can be used. Furthermore, superior surface quality is not necessary for this type
of furniture. This 3D model can be used as an STL file. A missing leg can be easily added
inside Artec Studio software using the scanned leg as a reference. Additionally, only one
leg can be 3D printed and used for sand casting tool manufacturing. It is better to print
only one leg due to the material serving for 3D printing. This case study is an excellent
example of how additive manufacturing (3D printing) and reverse engineering (based on
3D scanning) can significantly influence and modernize old manufacturing processes like
sand casting.
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5. Discussion

The first analyzed case study discusses using 3D scanning to digitalize initial concept
designs created by designers or architects. Hand-created designs are scanned into STL 3D
models for manufacturing. An example is the 3D scanning of a lounge chair prototype.
The designer then modified the design using hand tools, but it did not match the existing
CAD models, requiring new scanning and CAD model creation. This iterative approach
allowed the development of a piece of furniture of high-quality design. Three-dimensional
scanning digitalizes the initial concept designs created by the product designer. Physical
models can be converted to 3D digital CAD models, which can then be analyzed, modified,
and stored [29]. This technology is becoming essential for producers who require accurate
dimensional inspection, virtual imaging, analysis, and even physical prototype manufac-
turing in the early design stage [5,11]. Three-dimensional scanning is used in various
industries, such as the automotive, healthcare, architecture, and furniture industries [5].
It enables the reverse engineering of complex curved surfaces [30,31] and the preparation
of production systems [32]. Additionally, 3D scanning is used in the industry to develop
business attire patterns by integrating 3D customer data obtained through the scanning
process [33].

Three-dimensional scanning is used to digitalize furniture parts when there is a lack
of technical documentation [34]. This scanning application is presented in the second case
study. The use of 3D scanners also allows the analysis of deviations in model surfaces,
dimensional deviations, and geometric tolerances [20] (second and third case study). This
information helps to maintain production quality by controlling geometry errors in the
production process [3]. Smart factories can enhance quality and gain a competitive advan-
tage using 3D metrological data [35]. The fourth analyzed case study enables us to obtain
geometric documentation of objects within history and the arts, allowing conservation
and safeguarding of cultural heritage [36]. The application of 3D digital technologies in
the conservation of cultural heritage has proven to help improve the collection, storage,
and consultation of information and data related to diagnostic and restoration work [36].
Therefore, 3D scanning can be utilized to document furniture parts digitally and aid in
their preservation and restoration, even in the absence of technical documentation.

From the literature review and the four case studies presented, it can be concluded
that 3D scanning and reverse engineering have become integral parts of today’s industry
in cases where new product development and design are needed. It is used in almost all
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development, design, manufacturing, and quality control aspects [6]. In the case of Bosnia
and Herzegovina, it is used extensively in the furniture industry, especially for reverse
engineering and design and development of new products. Also, in the case of the old-style
table support, it can be seen how reverse engineering, together with 3D scanning and 3D
printing, can bring significant improvement to old manufacturing processes.

Three-dimensional digitization in the furniture industry can be applied in various domains.

1. The designer often assembles the initial full-scale prototypes of designed furniture
items manually. To replicate these prototypes in large-scale or series production
using traditional manufacturing methods such as CNC machining, engineers must
create a 3D CAD model. When generating 3D CAD models from physical objects, 3D
digitization offers the most time-efficient and dimensionally accurate solution. Case
study No. 1 showcases a practical application of this technology.

2. The primary area of utilization of 3D digitization in furniture production is metrology,
which is used to verify the dimensional precision of fabricated components. A vir-
tual point cloud 3D representation can be generated using 3D digitization, and this
representation can be juxtaposed with the ideal 3D CAD representation of the same
product so dimensional discrepancies can be gauged. This is not a frequently utilized
application of 3D digitization in furniture because furniture items typically do not
necessitate high dimensional precision. Examples of these applications are scientific
documents [20] and [22] and case studies No. 2 and 3.

3. Three-dimensional scanning can preserve and reconstruct antique furniture. Digital
storage eliminates the complexities of storing actual antique furniture. Additionally,
digital representation can be easily distributed to others and is openly accessible to
everyone worldwide for analysis. This application is illustrated in the literature [17–19]
and case study No. 4.

4. Furniture production firms often need to replicate more duplicates of previously
manufactured products (reverse engineering). Technical documentation of these
products is often deficient or nonexistent. Faithfully reproducing these products
begins with 3D digitization as a foundation for CAD representation. These application
illustrations are featured in case studies No. 1, 2, and 3.

For furniture manufacturers seeking to increase efficiency in new product development
and design, integrating 3D scanning technology offers significant advantages. Presently,
3D scanners, particularly those with standard precision levels, are relatively affordable and
suitable for furniture manufacturing purposes, exhibiting the potential to accelerate new
product development and the design process substantially. Three-dimensional scanning
technology significantly reduces the time required to progress from initial sketches to a
final product.

Furthermore, from the presented case studies, it is clear that knowledge of 3D scanning,
reverse engineering, and additive manufacturing (3D printing) has become one of the most
essential skills for today’s engineers and designers.

6. Conclusions

By exploring the current applications of 3D scanning in the furniture industry, this
article studies the factors that determine when, why, and how 3D scanning can most benefit
furniture design and production. Four real-world case studies demonstrate the combined
3D scanning and 3D CAD modeling in furniture creation.

The literature review and real-world furniture industry examples demonstrate the
value of 3D scanning for the following key applications:

1. Three-dimensional scanning allows the creation of accurate 3D CAD models from
physical prototypes, streamlining the development process of new furniture.

2. Manufacturers can verify the dimensional accuracy by comparing the scanned com-
ponents with the CAD models, leading to a higher-quality end product.
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3. Three-dimensional scanning facilitates the preservation, analysis, and reconstruction
of antique furniture pieces.

4. This technology enables replicating existing furniture products, even with incomplete
or missing technical documentation.

The literature review and case studies presented highlight a crucial skill set for to-
day’s furniture engineers and designers, including proficiency in 3D scanning, reverse
engineering, and additive manufacturing (3D printing).
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